SEES-IBMS-SERIES
A BRILLIANT IDEA

In a marriage of common sense philosophy and cutting-edge design, SEES presents these ice-cube style replacement kits for the outdated controller relays that have been the only available option for decades. This new design improves upon the original in virtually every way and costs a fraction of the price.

Why
Replace Your Old IBMs?

- New relays rated to 5 amps versus 2 amps
- Light and push-to-test features make for easy trouble-shooting
- The enclosed case protects against contaminants and erosion
- Relays are CSA and UL rated
- Replacement relays readily available and are significantly less expensive (PR-64A & PR-64B)
- Hassle-free. No need to clean tiny contacts
- Movement of parts are visually accessible
- Available with or without light and button combination

Get
In Touch

- 2781 West McNab Road, Pompano Beach, FL 33069
- +800.526.0026
- www.SEESSinc.com